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Abstract
Two network measures known as the Economic Complexity Index (ECI)
and Product Complexity Index (PCI) have provided important insights into
patterns of economic development. We show that the ECI and PCI are equiv-
alent to a spectral clustering algorithm that partitions a similarity graph into
two parts. The measures are also related to various dimensionality reduction
methods and can be interpreted as vectors that determine distances between
nodes based on their similarity. Our results shed a new light on the ECI’s
empirical success in explaining cross-country differences in GDP/capita and
economic growth, which is often linked to the diversity of country export bas-
kets. In fact, countries with high (low) ECI tend to specialize in high (low)
PCI products. We also find that the ECI and PCI uncover economically
informative specialization patterns across US states and UK regions.
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1 Introduction
Structural properties of the global trade network can explain differences in
economic development across countries [16, 35, 5, 11, 31, 33]. A novel pair
of measures known as the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) and the Prod-
uct Complexity Index (PCI) were recently introduced to infer information
about countries’ productive capabilities from their export baskets [16, 11].
These measures have been particularly successful in explaining cross-country
differences in GDP/capita and in predicting economic growth. However, the
precise mathematical and economical interpretations of these indices have
been elusive.
In this paper, we show that the economic complexity measures are mathemat-
ically equivalent to a classic spectral clustering algorithm, which partitions
a similarity graph into two, balanced components that are internally similar
and externally dissimilar [32]. The ECI and PCI can also be interpreted as
dimensionality reduction methods, which have close connections to diffusion
maps [27] and correspondence analysis [24, 10, 37, 3, 17]
From a dimensionality reduction perspective, the measures define a distance
between nodes in a graph based on their similarity. For example, when
applied to export data, the ECI (PCI) places countries (products) on a one-
dimensional interval such that countries (products) with similar exports (ex-
porters) are close together and countries (products) with dissimilar exports
(exporters) are far apart.
Our mathematical interpretations contrast previous conceptual descriptions
of the economic complexity measures, which tended to frame the ECI as
being related to the diversity (or number) of products a country is able to
export competitively [16, 11, 26, 9]. Not only is the ECI mathematically
orthogonal to diversity [19], we show that it captures unique, economically
insightful information that diversity does not make apparent. When applied
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to export data, the ECI and PCI reveal a striking pattern of specialization
across countries. High ECI countries (which tend to be richer) specialize in
high PCI products, while countries with low PCI (which tend to be poorer)
specialize in low PCI products. Moreover, the export baskets of high ECI
countries are more homogeneous than the exports baskets of low ECI coun-
tries. Hence, while diversity provides information about how many products
countries are competitive in, the ECI and PCI shed light on what type of
products high- and low-income countries specialize in.
Our results also allow us to extend the ECI and PCI to datasets other than
trade data. We provide an illustration with regional data on industrial em-
ployment concentrations in UK local authorities and occupational employ-
ment concentrations in US states. We find that, remarkably, the ECI for UK
local authorities and US states is strongly correlated with regional earnings
per capita. Moreover, we show that the ECI and PCI reveal similar patterns
of specialization, while diversity fails to be economically informative.
2 The ECI and PCI
The ECI and PCI measures are calculated using an algorithm that operates
on a binary country-product matrix M with elements Mcp, indexed by coun-
try c and product p [16]. Mcp = 1 if country c is competitive or has a revealed
comparative advantage (RCA) > 1 in product p, where RCA is calculated
using the Balassa index [2], given by
RCAcp =
xcp/
∑
p xcp∑
c xcp/
∑
c
∑
p xcp
, (1)
where xcp is country c’s exports of product p. Mcp = 0 otherwise.
Summing across the rows and columns of M gives a country’s diversity (de-
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noted k
(0)
c ) and product ubiquity (denoted k
(0)
p ), defined as
k(0)c =
∑
p
Mcp (2)
and
k(0)p =
∑
c
Mcp. (3)
The ECI and PCI were originally defined through an iterative, self-referential
Method of Reflections algorithm which first calculates diversity and ubiquity
and then recursively uses the information in one to correct the other [16] (see
Methods). However, it can be shown [5, 7] that the Method of Reflections is
equivalent to finding the eigenvalues of a matrix M˜ , whose rows and columns
correspond to countries and whose entries are given by
M˜cc′ ≡
∑
p
McpMc′p
k
(0)
c k
(0)
p
=
1
k
(0)
c
∑
p
McpMc′p
k
(0)
p
. (4)
Equivalently, we can write M˜ in matrix notation
M˜ = D−1MU−1M ′, (5)
where D is the diagonal matrix formed from the vector of country diver-
sity values and U is the diagonal matrix formed from the vector of product
ubiquity values.
When applied to country trade data one can think of M˜ as a diversity-
weighted (or normalized) similarity matrix, reflecting how similar two coun-
tries’ export baskets are.
Further, from Eq. (5), we can see that
M˜ = D−1S, (6)
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where S = MU−1M ′ is a symmetric similarity matrix in which each element
Scc′ represents the products that country c has in common with country c
′,
weighted by each the inverse of each product’s ubiquity.
Since M˜ is a row-stochastic matrix (its rows sum to one) its entries can also
be interpreted as conditional transition probabilities in a Markov transition
matrix [16, 19]. The ECI is defined as the eigenvector associated with the
second-largest right eigenvalue of M˜ . This eigenvector determines a “diffusion
distance” between the stationary probabilities of states reached by a random
walk described by this Markov transition matrix (see the SM).
The PCI is symmetrically defined by transposing the country-product matrix
M and finding the second-largest right eigenvalue of M̂ , given by
M̂ = U−1M ′D−1M. (7)
In this paper, we denote the ECI vector by y˜[2] and the ECI of country c
is denoted y˜
[2]
c . We also denote the diversity vector by d where dc = k
(0)
c is
the diversity of country c. Additionally, we note that the ECI is commonly
standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation
to allow for comparisons across years [16, 11]. However, for clarity, we use
the unstandardized ECI vector throughout this paper.
3 Results
The ECI has commonly been described with reference to diversity. This fol-
lows from the hypothesis that originally motivated the measure’s construc-
tion: prosperous countries are likely to be able to competitively a diverse set
of products that few other countries are likely to be able to export competi-
tively [16, 11]. Recent papers have since described the ECI as an “indicator
of diversity” [26, p. 1] and a “measure of economic diversity” [9, p. 1596].
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However, the ECI has been shown to be mathematically orthogonal to di-
versity [19]. That is, the dot product of the diversity and ECI vectors is
zero.
The ECI has also been described as a “standard eigenvalue centrality algo-
rithm” [26, p. 1]. However, this description is also inaccurate, as in contrast
to the ECI, eigenvector centrality is defined as the eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric adjacency matrix, such as S.1
3.1 Interpretation as spectral clustering
We now show that the ECI is mathematically equivalent to a standard spec-
tral clustering method for partitioning an undirected weighted graph, repre-
sented by an adjacency matrix S, into two balanced components [32].
Spectral clustering is a widely used technique for community detection and
dimensionality reduction and has a range of diverse applications including
image recognition, web page ranking, information retrieval and RNA motif
classification. The goal of the spectral clustering approach is to minimize the
sum of edge weights cutting across the graph partition, while making the size
(number of nodes) of the two components relatively similar. As we discuss
below, finding the exact solution to this problem is NP-hard. However, it
is possible to obtain an approximate solution by minimizing the normalized
cut (Ncut) criterion [32]. We demonstrate that the ECI is equivalent to this
approximate solution.
1In the case of directed networks (like M˜), since the right eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue is constant, the natural definition is to take the left eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix [28, p. 178] (Note that
in [28], the exposition of the adjacency matrix is transposed). Moreover, since the rows
M˜ have been normalized by diversity, the leading left eigenvector (eigenvector centrality)
will be proportional to diversity and consequently does not add any further information
to what we already know about M˜ .
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3.1.1 The Ncut criterion
Consider an undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertices V and edges E. We
allow the graph G to be weighted, with non-negative weights so the adjacency
matrix entries are Sij ≥ 0 where Sij = Sji. While the export matrix is one
possible example, we can consider S to be any matrix with these properties.
The degree of vertex i is defined as
di =
∑
j∈V
Sij, (8)
and the size or “volume” of a set of vertices A ⊆ V can be measured as
vol(A) =
∑
i∈A
di. (9)
(Our notation is deliberate: as we show in the SM, if the adjacency matrix
S of the similarity graph G coincides with export similarity matrix S = DM˜
then degree di corresponds precisely to the diversity of a country’s exports).
One way to partition a graph into two disjoint sets is by solving the cut
problem. The objective is to find a partition of V into complementary sets
A and A¯ that minimize the number of links between the two sets. The cut
problem is to find the minimum of
cut(A, A¯) =
∑
i∈A,j∈A¯
Sij. (10)
This objective function has the undesirable property that its solution often
partitions a single node from the rest of the graph. To avoid this problem, the
normalized cut (Ncut) criterion [32] penalizes solutions that are not properly
balanced. The objective is to partition the graph in such a way that each
cluster contains a reasonable number of vertices. This can be achieved by
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minimizing the objective function
Ncut(A,A) = (
1
vol(A)
+
1
vol(A)
)
∑
i∈A,j∈A¯
Sij. (11)
Let D be the diagonal degree matrix with Dii = di and Di 6=j = 0. Then
finding the minimum value of Ncut is equivalent to solving the optimization
problem
min
A
Ncut(A, A¯) = min
y
yT (D − S)y
yTDy
, (12)
subject to yi ∈
{
1,−vol(A)/vol(A¯)} and yTD1 = 0.
Due to the fact that yi is restricted to one of two possible values, this is
not a simple linear algebra problem, and finding the true minimum of the
Ncut criterion has been shown to be NP-hard [32]. However, by letting yi
take on any real value, an approximate solution can be obtained by finding
the eigenvector y[2] corresponding to the second-smallest eigenvalue of the
generalized eigenvalue equation
(D − S)y = λDy. (13)
Recall that LS = D − S is called the Laplacian matrix of S. By making the
substitution
y = D−1/2z, (14)
this can be rewritten as a standard eigenvalue equation
D−
1
2 (D − S)D− 12 z = LSz = λz, (15)
where LS = D
− 1
2 (D − S)D− 12 is the normalized Laplacian of S. Because
the normalized Laplacian is a stochastic matrix, its smallest eigenvalue is
zero. The eigenvector z[2] associated with the second-smallest eigenvalue of
LS is called the normalized Fiedler vector, and is a solution to the standard
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eigenvalue equation in Eq. (15). Transforming back to y using Eq. (14) to
solve the original problem gives the solution
y[2] = D−1/2z[2]. (16)
The solution y[2] provides a useful approximate solution that minimizes the
normalized cut criterion and is equal to a simple transformation of the nor-
malized Fiedler vector [32].
3.1.2 The relationship between the ECI and the Ncut criterion
Recall that M˜ is the matrix whose eigenvector corresponding to the second-
largest eigenvalue is the ECI. To see the relationship between spectral clus-
tering and the ECI, note that the similarity matrix S = DM˜ characterising
country export similarity is in the same form used to minimize the normalized
cut criterion. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (15) by D−
1
2 and re-arranging
terms gives
D−1SD−
1
2 z = (1− λ)D− 12 z. (17)
Substituting M˜ = D−1S gives
M˜D−
1
2 z = (1− λ)D− 12 z. (18)
The eigenvalue equation for M˜ is
M˜y˜ = λ˜y˜. (19)
Now, comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), we can see that the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of M˜ are related to those of LS by
λ˜ = 1− λ, and (20)
y˜ = D−
1
2 z. (21)
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Thus the second-smallest eigenvalue of LS corresponds to the second-largest
eigenvalue of M˜ , and comparison to Eq. (16) makes it clear that the ECI is
equivalent to the spectral clustering solution of the normalized cut criterion,
i.e.
y˜[2] = y[2] = D−
1
2 z[2], (22)
where y˜[2] represents the second largest eigenvector of M˜ .
That is, the ECI (y˜[2]) is equivalent to the approximate solution (y[2]) that
minimizes the normalized cut criterion. Moreover, the ECI is related to the
normalized Fiedler vector by a simple transformation. In the SM, we also
show how this interpretation can be applied to the PCI, and describe the
mathematical relationship between the ECI and PCI.
3.1.3 Applying the spectral clustering interpretation to economic
data
We now demonstrate how the ECI partitions similarity networks in prac-
tice. A visual illustration is shown in Panel A of Figure 1. Here we have
calculated the ECI for a randomly generated similarity graph with two clear
components. The ECI assigns each node a real number on an interval with
positive and negative values according to their similarity to each other. On
the left plot of Panel A, we show the ECI values associated with each node in
ascending order. The graph should be partitioned where ECI is zero. Nodes
with a positive ECI are assigned to one cluster and nodes with a negative
ECI go into the other cluster. In this case, the distinct gap in the ECI values
shows that the partition is very clear. On the right plot of Panel A, we show
the network’s adjacency matrix S, where we have also ordered the rows and
columns in accordance with the ascending ECI values. Here one can also see
how the ECI ordering reveals the graph’s two clear components.
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Figure 1: Each panel shows the ECI vector (in ascending order) on the left
plot and the associated similarity matrix S on the right plot, where rows and
columns have been ordered by the ECI and colored by the Sij values. Panels
correspond to similarity networks based on: Panel A) randomly generated
data with two clear components; Panel B) HS6 COMTRADE data for 2013;
Panel C) data on employment concentrations in different industries in UK
local authorities; Panel D) data on employment concentrations in different
occupations in US states.
In Panel B, we show the same for export data (based on HS6 COMTRADE
data for the year 2013). In the left plot, country ECI values (sorted in
ascending order) do not show a clear gap across the zero threshold. Moreover,
the plot on the right suggests that while countries with high ECI values have
a high degree of similarity in their exports (as shown by the higher Sij values),
countries with low ECI values appear to have more varied export portfolios.
These plots therefore indicate that the export data do not partition cleanly
into two components.
In Panel C and D, we apply the ECI to two other similarity networks con-
structed from regional data for the UK and US. Panel C shows a similar-
ity graph constructed on the basis of regional data from the UK Business
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Register and Employment Survey (BRES) for the year 2011 (available from
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/). Here, nodes are UK local authorities,
which are similar to each other on the basis of their employment concentra-
tions in different industries (classified at the three-digit level of granularity).
The similarity graph in Panel D is constructed from regional data sourced
from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) [30] for the year
2010 (available from https://usa.ipums.org/usa/). In this graph, nodes
are US states, and similarity is calculated on the basis of employment con-
centrations in different occupations (also classified at the three-digit level of
granularity). More detail about the construction of these networks can be
found in the Materials and Methods section.
Interestingly, in both of these examples, the data also do not partition clearly
into two components. However, as we show in the next section, the ECI and
PCI nonetheless provides economically insightful information.
3.2 Interpretation as a dimensionality reduction tool
In addition to approximating the normalized cut criterion, the ECI can be
interpreted as a dimensionality reduction tool. As Shi and Malik [32] show,
the ECI exactly minimizes ∑
ij (yi − yj)2 Sij∑
i y
2
i di
, (23)
subject to the constraint ∑
i
yidi = 0. (24)
Here, the objective is to find real numbers yi for each node i that minimize the
sum of the squared distances between nodes, where the distances are weighted
according to the similarity matrix S. The constraint ensures that the assigned
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yi numbers take on positive and negative values and are reasonably balanced
in their distribution above and below zero. As we will discuss further in
section 3.3, it also hard-wires the orthogonality condition between the ECI
and diversity vectors.
When applied to export data, we can interpret the ECI as a method to
collapse the high-dimensional space of country-export similarities into one
dimension. The ECI positions countries on an interval where similar countries
are placed close together and dissimilar countries are placed far apart. The
distance between countries on this line is a special case of the “diffusion map
distance” [27] and is closely related to correspondence analysis (see [37] and
the SM).
The application of economic complexity measures to export data is partic-
ularly interesting from an economic perspective because the ECI strongly
correlates with countries’ per capita GDP and future growth rates [16, 11].
However, as we show in Figure 2, the ECI yields economically insightful in-
formation beyond export data (Panel A). Panel B shows that the ECI for
UK local authorities is also correlated with per capita earnings and Panel C
shows that the ECI for US states correlates with state-level per capita GDP2.
2UK earnings data is sourced from the UK Office for National Statistics Annual Survey
of Hours and Earning and US state-level per capita GDP data is sourced from the US
Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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A B C
Figure 2: Panel A) Relationship between the ECI and log GDP per capita
for data on countries and exports. Panel B) Relationship between the ECI
and log per capita earnings for data on industrial employment concentra-
tions in UK local authorities. As the scatter plot is too tightly clustered to
show legible local authority labels, we provide the top and bottom 10 local
authorities ranked by their ECI in the SM. Panel C) Relationship between
the ECI and log GDP per capita for for data on occupational employment
concentrations in US States.
Applying the PCI to the country export space provides additional economic
insights. Analogous to the ECI, the PCI is defined as the eigenvector asso-
ciated with the second largest eigenvalue of the transpose of the M˜ matrix.
Hence, the PCI places products along a one-dimensional interval such that
products exported by the same countries are close together and products ex-
ported by different countries are far apart. Moreover, as the ECI of a country
is equal to the average of the PCI of products the country is competitive in
(see the SM), the PCI sheds light on the type of exports that countries have
in common.
We provide an illustration in Figure 3, which shows the M (bipartite) matrix
for countries and exports (Panel A), UK local authorities and industries
(Panel B) and US states and occupations (Panel C). In all three cases, we
order the country or region rows in accordance with their corresponding
ECI (sorted in ascending order). We also order the export, industry and
14
occupation columns by their corresponding PCI (also sorted in ascending
order).
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Figure 3: In each matrix, rows are sorted by the ECI and columns are sorted
by the PCI: Panel A) country-product M matrix; Panel B) UK region-
industry M matrix; Panel C) US state-occupation M matrix.
Panel A reveals a striking pattern of specialization in the export data. By
simultaneously looking at ECI and PCI we can infer that rich and poor
countries differ systematically according to the types of exports they are
competitive in. Richer (poorer) countries with high (low) ECI specialize in
high (low) PCI products. Remarkably, similar specialization patterns are
also evident in the UK and US regional data. In the SM, we show the top
and bottom local authorities and US states ranked by ECI, as well as the
top and bottom industries and occupations ranked by PCI. In the UK, high
(low) ECI local authorities tend to be urban (rural) areas specialised in high
(low) PCI industries relating to financial and professional (agricultural and
manufacturing) industries. We find similar results for the US. Hence, by
interpreting the ECI and PCI as similarity measures, we are able to uncover
new economic insights from well-known and new datasets.
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3.3 Revisiting previous interpretations of economic com-
plexity
Previous interpretations of the ECI have tended to be cast in terms of di-
versity [16, 11, 26, 9], even though the ECI and diversity are mathematically
orthogonal (see Eq. (24) and [19]). However, in the country-export data (see
Panel of A of Figure 4) as well as in Chinese regional data [9], diversity and
the ECI turn out to be positively correlated. Recall that orthogonality (hav-
ing a zero dot product) does not imply zero correlation unless the mean of
one of the variables is zero. Neither diversity nor the (unstandardized) ECI
have zero means in these data. Indeed, as we show in Panel B and C of Fig-
ure 4, the empirical relationship between the ECI and diversity is different
in the UK and US regional data. Despite being positively correlated with
regional per capita earnings (Figure 2), the ECI is negatively correlated with
industrial diversity of UK local authorities and has no significant correlation
with occupational diversity of US states.
A B C
Figure 4: Relationship between diversity and the ECI for data on: Panel
A) countries and exports; Panel B) UK regions and industries; Panel C)
US states and occupations.
The mathematical orthogonality between the ECI and diversity indicates
that these variables capture different information [19]. In the export data,
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the ECI and diversity both provide useful economic insights. In particular,
previous work has shown that ordering the rows of matrix M by country
diversity and the columns by product ubiquity reveals a triangular structure
[12] (see Panel A of Figure 5). This pattern indicates that more diverse
countries tend to export less ubiquitous products while less diverse countries
tend to export more ubiquitous products in a sharp contrast to traditional
theories of comparative advantage [12].
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Figure 5: In each matrix, rows are sorted by diversity and columns are sorted
by ubiquity: Panel A) country-product M matrix; Panel B) UK region-
industry M matrix; Panel C) US state-occupation M matrix.
However, in both of our regional examples, diversity and ubiquity fail to be
economically informative. As we can see in Panels B and C of Figure 5, the
diversity and ubiquity ordering of matrix M constructed from US and UK
regional data does not reveal a triangular structure. Moreover, as shown
in Figure 6, while country diversity is positively correlated with per capita
GDP in the export data (Panel A), there is no positive correlation between
diversity and per capita earnings in the UK (Panel B) or per capita state-level
GDP in the US (Panel C).
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A B C
Figure 6: Panel A) Relationship between diversity and log GDP per capita
for data on countries and exports. Panel B) Relationship between diversity
and log per capita earnings for data on industrial employment concentrations
in UK local authorities. Panel C) Relationship between diversity and log
GDP per capita for for data on occupational employment concentrations in
US states.
4 Discussion
This paper provides a number of mathematical interpretations of the ECI
and PCI and shows how these interpretations offer useful economic insights
in export and regional data. Our results also cast existing empirical findings
in a new light. Previously, the success of the ECI in explaining variation
in per capita GDP and future growth rates across countries was thought to
reflect the importance of accumulating a diverse set of productive capabilities
[16, 12, 11]. However, by making the difference between the ECI and diversity
explicit, we can better understand the distinct roles these variables play in
the development process.
The relationship between diversification and development is well established
in the economics literature. Countries tend to follow a U-shaped pattern,
whereby they first diversify and then begin specializing relatively late in the
development process [18]. This pattern aligns with other empirical studies
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that have described a positive association between export diversification and
economic growth, which tends to be stronger for less developed countries
[1, 14, 15].
In contrast to diversity, the ECI and PCI reveal additional information about
the type of exports that countries at lower and higher income levels special-
ize in. High PCI products (which tend to be exported by richer, high ECI
countries) have been shown to relate to chemical and machinery exports that
require technologically sophisticated know-how and advanced manufacturing
processes, while low PCI products (which tend to be exported by poorer, low
ECI countries) correspond to simple agricultural products or raw minerals
[11]. While the importance of technological upgrading for growth and devel-
opment is also well recognized within the economics literature [20, 21, 23],
our interpretation of the ECI and PCI as similarity measures sheds new em-
pirical light on the technological differences in the export-baskets of low- and
high-income countries.
The mathematical connections between the economic complexity measures
and spectral clustering also open the door for further applications of di-
mensionality reduction methods to other economic datasets. Indeed, as we
have shown with our illustration of UK and US employment data, the ECI
and PCI reveal similar patterns of specialization across richer and poorer re-
gions. Interestingly, in these two particular examples, we find that the type –
rather than the diversity – of industries and occupations concentrated in a re-
gion appears to matter more for regional economic prosperity. Future work
could readily extend the economic complexity measures to examine other
economic networks, such as production networks constructed from country
input-output data. Moreover, the relationships between the ECI, diffusion
maps, [6, 37], and simple correspondence analysis [38] (some of which are
discussed in the SM), suggest that new insights could be gleaned from ap-
plications of nonlinear diffusion maps and multiple correspondence analysis
to economic data.
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5 Materials and Methods
5.1 Calculating the ECI for UK and US regional em-
ployment data
5.1.1 UK Local Authorities and Industries
Using data from the UK Business Register and Employment Survey (BRES),
we construct a binary region-industry matrix W on the basis of a region r’s
Location Quotient (LQ) in industry i
LQri =
eri/
∑
i eri∑
r eri/
∑
r
∑
i eri
, (25)
where eri is the number of people employed in industry i in region r and
Wri = 1 if LQri > 1 and LQri = 0 otherwise. Note that Eq. (25) is analogous
to Eq. (1). We then construct a W˜ matrix from W in the same way as M˜ is
constructed from M (Eq. 5). Finally, we calculate the industry-based ECI for
UK Local Authorities by finding the eigenvector associated with the second-
largest eigenvalue of W˜ .
5.1.2 US States and Occupations
We apply the same methodology to calculate the occupation-based ECI for
US states. (We also find consistent results using data on US states and
industries.) Drawing on census data for the US, which is available from the
Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) [30], we construct a state-
occupation matrix using state’s location quotient in occupation i. We then
compute the occupation-based ECI for US states analogously to the industry-
based ECI for UK Local Authorities.
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Supplementary Material
S1 Diversity and degree equivalence
Recall that diversity is defined as:
k(0)c =
∑
p
Mcp (26)
and the degree of a node in a graph defined by a similarity matrix S is
di =
∑
j
Sij, (27)
We want to show that these are equivalent. We defined S = MU−1M ′. Note
that U−1M ′ is row-stochastic and D−1M is also row-stochastic. Therefore,
any row of M˜ = D−1MU−1M ′ adds up to 1 and hence every row i ofMU−1M ′
must add up to Dii.
S2 Relationship between the ECI and PCI
Proposition 1. A country’s ECI is equal to the average PCI of products
that the country has revealed comparative advantage in.
Proof. Recall that
M˜ = D−1MU−1M ′. (28)
The ECI is one of the solutions y˜ to the following eigensystem:
M˜y˜ = λ˜y˜. (29)
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To calculate the PCI for all products, we are interested in the second eigen-
vector of the matrix M̂ , which is given by
M̂ = U−1M ′D−1M. (30)
Hence, PCI is one of the solutions ŷ to the following eigensystem:
M̂ŷ = λ̂ŷ. (31)
To prove the proposition, take Eq. (29), the eigensystem for ECI, and sub-
stitute in Eq. (28):
D−1MU−1M ′y˜ = λ˜y˜, (32)
M−1DD−1MU−1M ′y˜ = λ˜M−1Dy˜, (33)
U−1M ′y˜ = λ˜M−1Dy˜, (34)
which is equivalent to the eigensystem for PCI,
U−1M ′D−1Mŷ = λ̂ŷ (35)
for
y˜ = D−1Mŷ. (36)
as required.
Therefore, the ECI can be immediately obtained from the PCI by using M .
Moreover, note that all the eigenvalues of M̂ and M˜ are the same.
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S3 Interpretation of ECI as a diffusion map
and relationships to correspondence anal-
ysis and kernel principal component anal-
ysis
A diffusion map is a dimensionality reduction method that generates repre-
sentations of complex data sets in a lower-dimensional Euclidean space by
iterating the Markov matrix associated with the data [6, 27]. Since M˜ can
be seen as a Markov transition matrix (see section 2), the ECI can also be
used to construct a basic diffusion map that indicates how a random walker
beginning at a particular node (or Markov chain “state”) will move through
the system [37].
For example, if we let the nodes in graph S represent states in a Markov
transition matrix, the probability that a random walk beginning in state i
reaches state j in the next step is given by M˜ij. Now consider two random
walks beginning in states i and j. How “far” the random walks are from
each other at time t tells us something about the similarity of nodes i and j
in graph S. Let vector xi(t) denote the probability distribution over states
reached at time t by a random walk beginning in state i. Then define the
diffusion map distance to be proportional to
(xi(t)− xj(t))′D−1((xi(t)− xj(t)). (37)
Each states at time t can be represented as a point in an n-dimensional
Euclidean space with coordinates
(|λt2|y[2]i , |λt3|y[3]i , . . . , λtn|y[n]i )
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where λj is the eigenvalue associated with the j
th largest eigenvector M˜ and
y
[n]
i is the i
th entry of the nth largest eigenvector of M˜ [37]. The distance
between the points is precisely the diffusion map distance.
In Figure S1, we apply the diffusion map to country export data. By using
the second and third coordinates of the diffusion map, we visualize countries
in a two-dimensional plane at different t. Since the second largest eigenvalue
is dominant, we rescale the axis by its value. As t goes to infinity, the diffusion
map distance captures the distance between the stationary probabilities of
states in the random walk and is well approximated by the second-largest
eigenvector of M˜ i.e. ECI [27].
A B Ct = 1 t = 5 t = 10
Figure S1: Application of diffusion map interpretation to country export
data.
There is also an equivalence between the Ncut criterion and correspondence
analysis (CA) [38]. Simple (multiple) CA is a classic tool in multivariate
analysis that studies relationships between two (two or more) categorical
variables, such as countries and products, via singular value decomposition
[24, 10, 3, 17]. In this setting, the similarity matrix S represents the Pearson
correlation matrix. Performing simple correspondence analysis is equivalent
to computing the basic diffusion map when t = 1 [37].
Finally, diffusion maps are also related to kernel Principal Component Anal-
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ysis (PCA). Define
K(t) = M˜ tD−1M˜
′t (38)
which is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix known as the diffusion map
kernel. Denote w[n] to be an eigenvector of K associated with µn, the
nth largest eigenvalue. Each state at time t can be represented in an n-
dimensional Euclidean space with coordinates
(
√
µ1w
[1]
i ,
√
µ2w
[2]
i , . . . ,
√
µnw
[n]
i ). (39)
This is not only a vector representation of each in the principal component
space, but also the distance between the points is exactly the diffusion map
distance.
A clear summary of relationships between different spectral methods for com-
puting a low-dimensional embedding of undirected weighted graphs can be
found in [8, Table 10.1, p. 439].
S4 ECI and PCI Rankings for Regional Data
In this section, we show the top and bottom ECI and PCI rankings for UK
local authorities (Table S1), UK industries (Table S2), US states (Table S3)
and US occupations (Table S4).
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ECI Rank Local Authority ECI Rank Local Authority
1 Tower Hamlets 371 Angus
2 City of London 372 Aberdeenshire
3 Islington 373 Allerdale
4 Westminster 374 Erewash
5 Southwark 375 Ribble Valley
6 Camden 376 Kirklees
7 Hammersmith and Fulham 377 Barnsley
8 Kensington and Chelsea 378 Dumfries and Galloway
9 Hackney 379 Neath Port Talbot
10 Cambridge 380 North Lincolnshire
Table S1: Top and bottom 10 UK local authorities ranked by ECI.
PCI Rank Industry PCI Rank Industry
1 Reinsurance 249 Manufacture of articles of fur
2 Fund management activities 250 Manufacture of other products of first processing of steel
3 Television programming and broadcasting activities 251 Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys
4 Trusts, funds and similar financial entities 252 Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products
5 Manufacture of magnetic and optical media 253 Manufacture of refractory products
6 Legal activities 254 Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster
7 Activities auxiliary to financial services 255 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres
8 Market research and public opinion polling 256 Weaving of textiles
9 Accounting, bookkeeping and auditing activities 257 Mining of hard coal
10 Advertising 258 Manufacture of coke oven products
Table S2: Top and bottom 10 industries ranked by PCI.
ECI Rank US State ECI Rank US State
1 California 371 Wisconsin
2 New Jersey 372 Ohio
3 Maryland 373 Tennessee
4 Massachusetts 374 Michigan
5 New York 375 South Carolina
6 Connecticut 376 Alabama
7 Colorado 377 Arkansas
8 Virginia 378 Indiana
9 Washington 379 Mississippi
10 Arizona 380 Kentucky
Table S3: Top and bottom 10 US states ranked by ECI.
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PCI Rank Occupation PCI Rank Occupation
1 Lawyers, and judges, magistrates, and other judicial workers 444 Metal workers and plastic workers, nec
2 Actors, Producers, and Directors 445 Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand
3 Editors, News Analysts, Reporters, and Correspondents 446 Assemblers and Fabricators, nec
4 Software Developers, Applications and Systems Software 447 Other production workers including semiconductor processors
5 Financial Analysts 448 Welding, Soldering, and Brazing Workers
6 Accountants and Auditors 449 Millwrights
7 Securities, Commodities, and Financial Services Sales Agents 450 Driver/Sales Workers and Truck Drivers
8 Computer Scientists and Systems Analysts 451 Grinding, Lapping, Polishing, and Buffing Machine Tool Setters
9 Personal Financial Advisors 452 Cutting, Punching, and Press Machine Setters
10 Managers, nec (including Postmasters) 453 Extruding, Forming, Pressing, and Compacting Machine Setters
Table S4: Top and bottom 10 occupations ranked by PCI.
S5 Eigengap Heuristic Analysis
In section 3.2 of the main paper, we showed that similarity networks con-
structed from the export and regional datasets did not partition well into two
clusters. Here we analyse what is known as the eigengap heuristic, which is
a standard methodology used in spectral clustering analysis for determining
the number of clusters present in the graph [36].
The eigengap heuristic involves choosing the number of k clusters such that
the largest eigenvalues λ1, ..., λk of M˜ are large, while λk+1 is relatively small.
In Figure S2, we show the largest six eigenvalues of the M˜ matrix calculated
for data on exports, UK regional industrial concentrations, and US state
occupational concentrations respectively. In all three cases, the largest gap
occurs between the first and second eigenvalue (|λ2 − λ1|). According to the
eigengap heuristic, this suggests that from a spectral clustering perspective
the graphs considered in this paper are likely to only contain one cluster.
However, it is also important to note that the eigengap heuristic usually only
works well if the data contains well-pronounced clusters - which is not the
case here.
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Figure S2: Top largest eigenvalues of the M˜ matrix for data on exports, UK
regional industrial concentrations and US state occupational concentrations.
S6 Robustness of empirical results to alter-
native RCA thresholds
In principle, the use of the RCA measure to calculate the binary M matrix
can be particularly sensitive to the chosen threshold above which a country
is considered to have a revealed comparative advantage in a product. For
the empirical results shown in the main paper we have followed the most
common approach and used a threshold of 1. While the choice of threshold
will have no bearing on the mathematical interpretation of the ECI and
PCI, in this section we show to the extent to which empirical results for the
country-export data are influenced by different RCA thresholds.
In Panel A of Figure S3, we show how the empirical correlation between the
ECI and per capita GDP change for different RCA thresholds. Correlations
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are highest between thresholds of 0.5 and 2. Panel B shows the correlation
between the ECI and country diversity for different RCA thresholds.
When the RCA threshold is zero, there are some products that are com-
petitively exported by all countries. This means that the multiplicity of
the largest eigenvalue is greater than one. In this case, since the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is proportional to diversity, the eigen-
vector corresponding to the second-largest eigenvalue is also proportional to
diversity. Therefore, when the RCA threshold is zero, there is a perfect
correlation between ECI and diversity.
A B
Figure S3: Panel A) Pearson correlation between the ECI and country
per capita GDP for different RCA export thresholds. Panel B) Pearson
correlation between the ECI and diversity for different RCA export thresholds
Figure S4 examines how the pattern of specialization revealed by the ECI
and PCI changes for different RCA thresholds. Here we compare binary M
matrices, each sorted by ECI and PCI, using RCA thresholds of 0.5, 1 and
2. The pattern becomes more triangular for the lower RCA threshold (Panel
A), largely because the ECI ordering is becoming closer to the ordering given
by diversity (see Panel B of Figure S3). The higher RCA threshold (Panel
29
C) shows a similar pattern of specialization to the original pattern shown in
Panel B.
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Figure S4: Country-product M matrix with rows sorted by the ECI and
columns sorted by the PCI constructed using different RCA thresholds:
Panel A) RCA threshold = 0.5; Panel B) RCA threshold = 1; Panel
C) RCA threshold = 2;
We also follow the approach taken in [4] and examine how the correlation
between the ECI, per capita GDP and diversity change using a “per capita”
version of RCA (RCA POP ), given by
RCA POPcp =
xcp/nc∑
c xcp/
∑
c nc
, (40)
where xcp is country c’s exports of product p, nc is the population of country
c and Mcp = 0 otherwise.
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A B
Figure S5: Panel A) Pearson correlation between the ECI and country
per capita GDP for different per capita RCA thresholds. Panel B) Pear-
son correlation between the ECI and diversity for different per capita RCA
thresholds
Our results suggest that regardless of whether the per capita or original RCA
version is applied, a threshold of 1 gives a strong correlation to per capita
GDP. Moreover, the correlation between diversity and the ECI decreases as
the RCA threshold is increased.
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